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I’ve read Vallejo Independent Bulletin’s (VIB) heinous and deceitful articles before I left California
on January 15, 2010 and was thankful of GOD’s timing of it before I sit down with Papa Martin to
resolve many issues. VIB’s article about Mr. Sang Uook Chun may have answered some questions in
my mind which I didn’t pay much attention to, but VIB’s lack of professionalism and deceiving
motive to discredit the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services (HMF) to
prevent us from achieving our humanitarian goals, made me come to a decision to answer VIB’s
article for the people’s information and education.
As VIB probably knows, Papa Martin and I parted ways on February 17, 2007 because those pictures
VIB brought out came from the people who witnessed our separation. Due to the separation, many
volunteers who were just after the money (because it is Papa Martin that has the assets) broke
away from me / H. MARTIN FOUNDATION with the wrong notion that the HMF Constitution and
By-Laws (which still needed a lot of work that time) must be signed by Papa Martin to be able to
bring out the funds. WRONG! We parted ways after a private one-on-one talk (which understandably
the breakaways did not hear) because I would not conform to what Papa Martin wanted me to do, to
bring to the Philippines whatever profits we’re going to get in the investment program. I cited many
reasons why I was not in agreement. During that time, Papa Martin handed me a copy of a
manipulated registration of H. Martin Foundation Philippines International, Inc.”
The break-away group in the Philippines who had circumvented my brother Ireneo, registered HMF
like an ordinary foundation / corporation that can solicit funds or donations. That is the document we
prayed over in the picture VIB showed in their website. Of course, I stood my ground and told Papa
Martin he can try other people and avenues. This group promised Papa Martin and the HMFPhilippines people, that they could bring out and transfer the funds with Mr. Sang Uook Chun, after
finding out from their connections the existence of Papa Martin’s funds in a bank in Korea. More
than four years have passed and there is no performance except that this group H. Martin Foundation
Philippines International, Inc. have collected membership fees of PhP300 pesos per person in
exchange of a so called HMF-identification card. The H. MARTIN FOUNDATION members were

told that every time they signed in on a daily basis, they will receive an "x" amount of money in the
future but, had to pay PhP2 pesos as a fee every time they signed in, so their names could be entered
in their database. There are more than 100,000 HMF members in the Philippines and this is
happening daily.
Now Marc, do your math, be careful with your articles and STOP BARKING UP THE WRONG
TREE. People misconstrued H. MARTIN FOUNDATION as a scam because of this COPYCAT H.
Martin Foundation Philippines International, Inc. and the greedy people who circumvented me
like Mr. Sang Uook Chun who portrays Papa Martin like a Santa Claus. This H. Martin
Foundation Philippine International, Inc. is a COPYCAT H. MARTIN FOUNDATION that
yes,was registered in the Philippines’ SEC, promises funding like the original HMF but operates
like an ordinary foundation collecting money from people. The H. Martin Foundation
Philippine International, Inc. have tainted and taken a ride on the name H. MARTIN
FOUNDATION from the original H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services that
is being structured as a Worldwide Humanitarian FUNDING Institution. As the original H.
MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services USA Leaders do Presentations /
Informational Seminars and do Preliminary Humanitarian Collaborative Agreement with existing
humanitarian organizations in the Philippines, the H. Martin Foundation Philippines International,
Inc. conducted their own activities at the same time collecting PhP3,000 to PhP5,000 pesos from
organizations so they can be listed for future funding. The H. Martin Foundation Philippines
International, Inc. have misused the name of H. MARTIN FOUNDATION and is still taking a
ride on the name for their personal agenda, which is contrary and opposite to the original H.
MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services’ humanitarian goals.
I’m not aware of what Papa Martin does when it comes to his assets. Just the same as what Papa
Martin tells my brothers, he doesn’t know what I’m doing here in the United States of America. As I
mentioned, I even suggested before we parted ways on February 17, 2007, he can try different
avenues and other people to put his assets in the investment program. What I know is that, when
Papa Martin signs official documents such as an Authority or Power of Attorney, he seals it with
his thumbprint for it to be officially recognized by his bankers and the Highest Monetary
Authorities. Just like the Irrevocable General Power of Attorney that Papa Martin gave me, it
is sealed with his thumbprint and the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian
Services’ corporate seal. Marc Garman, did you see any of those documents you brought out with
Papa Martin’s thumbprint? Make sure you have at least one document with his real thumbprint
because there will be negative repercussions to all of you with what you all started. All the
things the Vallejo Independent Bulletin brought out are UNFOUNDED, below-the-belt
CHARACTER ASSASSINATION on personal level of many people, LIBEL and SLANDER on
H. MARTIN FOUNDATION, which are grounds for future legal action. For one, Marc Garman
immediately and falsely accused H. MARTIN FOUNDATION as a scam by attaching those copies of
bonds he brought out to H. MARTIN FOUNDATION or Papa Martin without going through the legal
process of verification. He just claimed “to satisfy legal requirements”, stamped what he brought out
as fraudulent as if Marc Garman is a master curator and an accredited banker by Federal Reserve who
is able to do a forensic test, legal valuation and verification process on those copies of notes that he is
not even sure if it was owned by H. MARTIN FOUNDATION or Papa Martin. How did Marc
Garman know it is Papa Martin’s?
For everyone’s information, Papa Martin’s assets that are in form of notes are in Euroclear and
his assets are either one of the biggest numbered accounts in the New York Stock Exchange,

London Stock Exchange, Tokyo (Nikkei) Stock Exchange etc., etc.. I challenge the bloggers to
bring out their real names and not hide by their pseudonyms if they are all telling the truth especially
the “secret ninja”. Yes, you’re right, Papa Martin DOESN’T HAVE CASH as I was told by the
bankers in Switzerland because that was also mentioned to them by Federal Reserve, but that
doesn’t mean he is what you people and Vallejo Independent Bulletin portrayed him to be. If Mr.
Sang Uook Chun is such a good man, why is he in jail? I received a faxed message about this from
Korea in 2006, in which I told myself “heaven brought upon him the punishment he deserved because
he really cheated many people using the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION name and even used me
without my knowledge to cover-up himself when I went to Korea in 2001”.
To you Jimmy Sarmiento of Vallejo Independent Bulletin, NO bank in the world will ever answer
someone’s inquiry about an account with them, not unless the person is the PRINCIPAL
himself. As a financial planner you claimed yourself to be, people should be wary of your
credibility because you should know better that even if it’s your wife’s account in the bank, no
banker would dare give information about it not unless you have a written authority from her. For
everyone’s information, Papa Martin has an Irrevocable Confidentiality Agreement with all his
banks around the globe, except Indonesia. WATCH OUT! Again, I’m warning all of
you. There will be negative repercussions to all of you. You people are waking up a sleeping
giant! Don’t you people dare continue with your evil scheme to destroy the H. MARTIN
FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services, that a banker mandated by Federal Reserve says is
the solution to the problem of the world. LET’S GET REAL’s statement in VIB’s blog is very right
when he said, "You people maybe are anti-Americans whose motives seem to be against the best
interest of many Americans." H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s main goal is to help the people by
funding humanitarian projects which will create a lot of jobs that are very much needed NOW by the
American people. No one has the right to accuse us like criminals when we haven’t done anything
wrong. For me, I’ll take LET’S GET REAL’s statement and add you people are the devil’s
advocates whose incendiary remarks attempt to discredit H. MARTIN FOUNDATION, aimed at
preventing us from achieving our humanitarian goals, which will help boost the economy of the
United States of America and of each and every country where HMF will be established. Vallejo
Independent Bulletin is probably being funded by the enemy of the United States of America.
Many times I thank GOD for the “paradigm shift” that took placed before this Foundation goes
public. I was able to know the people that came to join me in the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION. In
spite of the more than thirteen years of sacrifice and enduring to work full time on HMF without
money / salary, still I’m glad the money has not come out yet or else I’ll be surrounded by people like
Danny Vito. After my separation with Papa Martin, Danny Vito admitted to people that their
dreams (him and his wife) were shattered and broke away. He even asked me if ever in the
future he already has five million dollars, can he quit the Foundation? What does that tell you?
If his desire is truly to help and thought H. MARTIN FOUNDATION is a scam because he
wasn’t able to fulfill his dream of affluence, he could have joined and volunteered with another
foundation. Danny Vito volunteered in the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION, but is NOT or
NEVER has been my driver or bodyguard. I DON’T NEED A BODYGUARD to find my coleaders because I have no money in the first place. Thank GOD! How can I have a driver when I
don’t even have a limousine or car of my own? I drive myself in cars that people lend to me. I’m
glad I don’t have the money or else I won’t be able to see the heart. Danny Vito PROPOSED to be
my driver and bodyguard when the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION comes out. My! I just didn’t tell
him then that I even turned down those people who came to me and said they can have six people
from the US Air Force to secure me if I cooperate with them and tell Papa Martin to bring his

assets to them. Besides, I have never given anyone, nor promised anyone any position in the H.
MARTIN FOUNDATION.
I’m glad GOD gave me the chance to find my co-leaders while there is no money yet. As I keep on
saying, “Purity of Intent” is the main pre-requisite to join HMF because many times when I say
something, the people with the right intent hear it and yet those who are just after the money don’t
hear or understand what I’ve said. It seems to fall on deaf ears and that’s the reason why I tell the
members, “Maintain your purity of intent, because it is truly GOD that is doing the sifting process,
because it is only GOD who can fathom the intent of the heart.” It is the only during this time
when there are no funds yet, that I will be able to assess the heart of my co-leaders and co-players,
NOT when HMF comes out and the money is there. As the saying goes, “the only time you will find
out who your real friends and relatives are, who your real brothers and sisters are, is when you have
nothing
and
you
are
in
dire
need.”
For my part, I was more focused on preparing the requirements and the Program and NOT on the
“money transactions”. The investment side of it is the easiest part. The H. MARTIN
FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services is the Ultimate Realization of GOD’s Program here
on earth. The Program is a GOD-given Vision on how the humanitarian projects are going to be
implemented globally. Based on my knowledge of the situation of Papa Martin's assets, current
events in our world, my experience and knowledge in high-level investment banking, and with my
GOD-given wisdom and lots of prayers and analysis, the Strategic Plans and the over-all Program was
given to me by the Holy Spirit. The people who used to work closely with me and broke away from
me, thought they were able to get my connections and believed they already knew the Plans and
Programs. However, they made a very huge mistake because IT HAS CHANGED
COMPLETELYbased on the present situation. There are so many things to consider and many
factors evolving in GOD’s Program. If this was a card game and they thought they were able to steal
the ACE from me, they were mistaken. GOD reserved the wild card for me and put it in my heart to
just keep it in my head, because it is only GOD who knows the intent of the heart of those people
around me.
I thank GOD for the separation that took place on February 17, 2007 because those who were just
after the money left me/HMF because it is Papa Martin who has the assets. GOD knows who
sacrificed to bring the Foundation to where it is today even without the money. Not even Papa
Martin’s transaction with the United Nations Environmental Program Chief Mobilization of
funds on July 11, 2000, where he brought out one of his assets a 125Billion USD note, attracted
me to go down to the Philippines to help facilitate it because I know that they will just “reach
the ceiling” or “hit the wall”. In spite of our (Papa Martin and myself) separation on February 17,
2007, I and the people that remained with me continued to do the work by preparing the requirements
and getting organized with the guidance of GOD’s Holy Spirit. Papa Martin and I unexpectedly,
through an event orchestrated by GOD, we were reunited on October 25, 2008. He told me he was
impressed that I continued to do the work after seeing what we have accomplished in spite of our
separation. I answered him back, “Papa Martin, you were the one who told me, 'I am not working
for you, I am working for GOD'.”
I was able to get many confirmations that what Papa Martin said is true. For one, only GOD can read
what is in my mind. While working on this Foundation, GOD gave me the answers to many
questions in my head, especially the directions that I and the group have to take in many instances or
situations. Without GOD’s guidance and without GOD touching the people, (I can say those with the

right heart because it is only GOD that can fathom the intent of the heart), we WON’T be where the
H. MARTIN FOUNDATION is today. Besides, I did not convince anyone to remain and work with
me. It was GOD that touched them to continue to work with me even in spite of the separation. It
was GOD that touched people to help me out in the HMF, even personally when I went through the
state of poverty which made my FAITH to grow. It was GOD that gave me and my daughter the
provisions for more than thirteen years through my family, friends and people whom I believed GOD
touched. Most of the time I only prayed to GOD whenever I needed something and a person would
call me to find out how I’m doing or somebody would approach me and ask if I needed something,
offering me the exact thing I needed or gives me the exact amount many times. I accept that I owe
people personal favors and money, but they offered first. I did not impose on the people, especially
the volunteers, favors like lending me a car to use or offering me a room in their house to stay. If ever
they offer help, especially if it is monetary, I tell them as an Officer of HMF I cannot accept
donations, but if they will lend it to me as a personal loan, then I will accept their help.
Working full time without salary on H. MARTIN FOUNDATION for more than thirteen years, I am
NOTHING without GOD. Of the thirteen years:
• Five (5) years was on the job training by Papa Martin with actual banking transactions dealing
with investment bankers from United Kingdom / London, Switzerland, Canada, Russia,
Germany, Australia, Indonesia, China, Singapore, Seoul Korea and United States of America
(Phoenix, Arizona, New York, California, Washington).
• Three (3) years actual performance dealing with Presidents / Chairman of different
corporations, organizations and community leaders in Seoul Korea, Philippines, United States
of America, and
• Five years introducing HMF publicly in California by way of HMF General Presentation
Seminars in September of 2004, to find my co-leaders who can work closely with me in
leadership trainings in accordance with the HMF Vision, organizing and putting together the
organizational structure needed for HMF to meet the requirements and the detailed
documentation to get HMF organized for the funds to come out.
It is GOD who orchestrated the events that allowed us to get to proper formation. It was GOD who
did the sifting process and made the people with the right intent to stay and work with me. It is GOD
who gives the Vision of the HMF Programs. It is GOD who gives understanding and guidance to the
Potential Leaders with the right heart, to understand the things that are happening, what to do in each
and every activity of the HMF even without directions from me. I am NOTHING without GOD. If
GOD is with me, I have nothing to be afraid of.
It is NOT A SLOGAN that H. MARTIN FOUNDATION is the Ultimate Realization of GOD’s
Program here on earth, using GOD’s resources that are in Papa Martin’s name and custody. No ONE
PERSON can accumulate this kind of wealth in his life span without GOD. Even Papa Martin tells
me, “This wealth has been in my name even before I was born.” The reason I don’t get alarmed even
when people circumvents me is because I know GOD is very much in control of HIS Program. I’m
just the instrument when GOD gave me the Vision on the Programs that can bring about the
CHANGE we hear from our elected President. Now look what is about to happen:
The HMF Program has just recently been completed and is coming out very soon in our

new website www.hmartinfoundation.org since we are now at the peak of our preimplementation stage. The website www.hmartinfoundation.com introduces the evolution and
history in the making of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services.
The newly completed Constitution and By-Laws, as well as The Humanitarian Profile of
H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services are NOW in the form of
books.
The H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services’ Preliminary Humanitarian
Collaborative Agreements with existing organizations are NOW ready for the next phase.
The Humanitarian Collaborative Agreements for the National/Federal Government with the
proposed humanitarian implementation plans on Education, Health, Housing, Livelihood
Programs, Research and Development, Ecology and Environment are NOW ready for
presentation by the Vice World Chairman.
The Strategic Plans that can bring order in the implementation and perpetual funding of
humanitarian projects worldwide, is also NOW ready to be presented by the Vice World
Chairman, NOT by redemption of the notes that was written in the Vallejo Independent
Bulletin article, because Doctrine # 5 in the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s website as
outlined by our Founder says: “The funding of the Foundation's projects shall be selfgenerated from its own principal fund which shall not be withdrawn from (Papa martin
has no intention to redeem his assets/NOTES) and rather shall remain as perpetual
deposit in the world’s banking system. This shall be done through a separate trust fund, the
H. Martin Trust which the Foundation shall organize and shall be the recipient of perpetual
funding from the Foundation in the form of endowment, managed in a very harmonious
manner, to generate everlasting funding for the Foundation's projects worldwide.”
The Proposed Plans on how the H. Martin Trust which the Foundation shall organize HAS
COMPLETELY CHANGED based on the current situation, the world events, and is now
ready for presentation by the Vice World Chairman.
I decided to sit down with Papa Martin recently to get closure on issues that were provoked by many
people who circumvented me because of greed. My brothers, Rolando and Galo, whose names
appeared in VIB articles are not excluded because they wouldn’t listen to me when I told them NOT
to register the Foundation (which they did and it got suspended), because H. MARTIN
FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services is not an ordinary Foundation. It is being
structured as a FUNDING entity like a “Mother” Foundation. Talking of Funding, since it will
primarily involve funds, H. MARTIN FOUNDATION needs to collaborate with the Highest
Monetary Authorities and the Federal/National Government for the implementation of the
humanitarian programs and projects worldwide. Once we reached an agreement,the
International Main Headquarters will be named H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East
Humanitarian Services USA.
I have NEVER been insecure working on the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION. I was the first Principal
to bring out my name in the VIB blog site which probably was taken off because it is informative.
My journey of working full time on the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION for thirteen years without salary
and my testimonies are all REAL. I was the first Filipino National that was able to enter United

Kingdom on May 1997 without a VISA because of the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION. I dealt
with bankers in Zurich, Switzerland on July 14, 1997 using Papa Martin’s assets in Canada.
The account numbers with the Toronto Dominion Bank of Canada I presented, was put in writing by
the bankers after which they made me sign and was faxed to Federal Reserve New York.They were
able to verify the existence of the two account numbers which were opened two weeks before I
went to Switzerland in which two (2) billion USD and four (4) billion USD respectively were
transferred. Papa Martin Eddy Hornido is the Sole Signatory of the Funds which originated
from the old kingdom of Indonesia and the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East
Humanitarian Services is the beneficiary. The bankers were the ones that gave me this
background of the accounts I presented. All I knew when Papa Martin gave me the bank account
numbers before I left for Switzerland on my daughters birthday in 1997 is that, there are two (2)
billion USD in one account and four (4) billion USD in the other. I was told by the bankers that if it
was found out that the accounts aren’t real, I will be put in jail because they were ordered to
watch out for me. I remember clearly, one of them tapped me on my shoulder telling me, “You
passed the test young lady”. In my mind at that time, I asked myself, “What test are they talking
about?”
When I came back to the United States of America, I was told that there will be a “Command
Performance” which can COST me my stay in the United States because the H. MARTIN
FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services has reached the Highest Monetary
Authorities. The “Command Performance” was done by two Federal Reserve Officers from
New York together with the Chairman of Swiss Bank Corporation in Basel, Switzerland. To
make the long story short, if they were able to prove Papa Martin who isconnected with me, is
not the real owner of the Funds, then I would have been deported out of United States of
America back to the Philippines. HISTORY CAN NOT BE CHANGED.
Here is the real story about Mr. Sang Uook Chun. He called me while I was in Manila in latter part
of 1998. He was able to get a copy of Papa Martin’s Doctrine, which has my numbers in USA from
investment bankers. By the way, I NEVER even once, called Papa Martin, “Papa Eddy”. Marc
Garman, DON’T make up any more stories that can have an adverse effect on your credibility.
This is Mr. Sang Uook Chun’s story the first time we met. He said, before he flew down to Manila to
meet with me, he called his wife in New York and his daughter who works with J. P. Morgan Trust in
San Francisco to inform them of his trip. He was so excited because he said his daughter asked
him, “Dad, how did you know about the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION? That is GIANT Dad,
the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION is giant Dad.”
When Mr. Chun and his friend Mr. Soe came to meet with me, I didn’t worry when he requested if I
can introduce them to Papa Martin. Mr. Sang Uook Chun described Papa Martin, “like a Santa
Claus”. Again to make the story short, he circumvented me by going directly to Papa Martin when I
came back to United States from the Philippines.
I continued to work full time without salary on the HMF Program for more than thirteen years with
the Holy Spirit’s leading. I’m very confident that there’s no other solution but the H. MARTIN
FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services to the problem that the Bank of International
Settlements (BIS) announced in June of 2007. The BIS announced that our global economy is on the
verge of financial collapse and when it happens, its going to be worst than the first American
Depression. It was reiterated by the previous Federal Reserve Chairman of the Board, Allan

Greenspan, sometime late last year if I’m not mistaken, around November 2009. Again, please refer
to the Doctrine #5 in the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s website as outlined by Papa Martin.
In 2004 during my stay in Seoul, Korea for about six months, I was approached by people
interested in the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s assets, telling me to tell Papa Martin to bring
his assets to them. I was told of many things including the 9/11 disaster which I did not readily
believe, until they told me about what happened to my brothers as it relates to Papa Martin's
assets. Long story, but I’ll make it short. I was asked if I wanted Mr. Sang Uook Chun be put
in jail because they are also aware of his illegal activities. I was told that they can order the
Korean CIA to pick him up and put him in jail.
Though I’m aware that Mr. Sang Uook Chun has cheated many people in Korea using the H.
MARTIN FOUNDATION’s name, my humanitarian heart prevailed and answered, “H. MARTIN
FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services USA hasn’t gone public yet. If the people he
cheated sues him and put him in jail, then that is his problem.” When H. MARTIN FOUNDATION
comes out, anyone that destroyed the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s name and reputation
MUST BE PUNISHED.
All those who pre-judged the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION and those that brought out without
permission, intellectual properties and pictures that are of proprietary in nature to the H.
MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services will be punished and will be the last
on the list, including their immediate families to avail of all the benefits, employment
opportunities and services of the HMF’s programs and projects. I’m NOT a person that will
refute all of the Vallejo Independent Bulletin’s lies, fabricated stories, innuendoes and misjudgment
by people like Marc Garman, Jimmy Sarmiento, and Inigo Montoya because of IGNORANCE. For
the sake of those that kept the faith on H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services
like Mayor Osby Davis and the Vice Mayor of Vallejo, Pastor Rey Bernardes and other community
leaders in which their reputations are now being targeted with malicious accusations, I’m moving
forward with confidential financial matters which a Funding entity has the prerogative to keep. I
know the truth as I walked on the journey myself for more than thirteen years. When you know you
are telling the TRUTH, there’s no fear of your detractors.
I would like to write this paragraph and show my appreciation to LET’s GET REAL, who got
theHMF VISION and was able to defend the Foundation accordingly. I know you’re not with the
group that is with me at present. I would like to extend my invitation to you in advance to a position
of trust in the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION once we come out. I know that this will come out as a
surprise to everyone, but in HMF, “Nobody came first, Nobody came last”. Please let us get to
know you. . .
The fraudulent copies of notes that the Vallejo Independent Bulletin brought out belongs to Mr.
Sang Uook Chun. He has been bringing those copies ever since we met, maybe it is his tools to
make people believe him. He has been talking of “mountains full ofunderground assets” in
Korea and is taking a ride on the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION’s name because he knows we are
for real.
My experiences before when I was under training with actual banking transactions dealing with Papa
Martin’s notes is very much different. For one, sometime on December of 2002, I was connected
with a Filipino from Texas (who has dealt with similar kind – but by Morganthau bonds from the

Philippines known to have “boxes and boxes of these notes” which he claimed in frustration, not even
one turned out real). He put me together with an elderly American gentleman from La Jolla,
California who is very much connected with European Bankers. When I told this gentleman, “I’ll bet
my life, our assets are real”, he replied, “Oh! I heard that statement before. Out of 31 clients that I had
before, only two turned out real.” Anyway since it’s already December and most bankers take their
vacation this month, he said, "I’ll just get back to you on January 15.” It was just the 13th of
January when he called and excitedly told me that the European bankers proposed to buy Papa
Martin’s Note. Papa Martin’s Notes are in Euroclear. But of course, Papa Martin DID NOT
sell it. If he is just after the money, all he has to do is sell one of them and presto! “Papa Martin and I
can be sitting pretty”. By the way, that wasn’t the first time he had an offer to buy the Notes from
him. So those of you who accused us of being scammers, be careful with your words! GOD is
looking down at you and because it is spiritual warfare, it is either you are on HIS side (the good side)
or you are the devil’s advocate. Let the separation of the goats from the sheep begin.
Tips for all that follow the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services:
1. Don’t judge and jump to the wrong conclusion. There are two sides to every story. Research
and investigate. If you don’t have the proper connection to do so, especially in high level
banking, go to the nearest agency that has the capability. Make a report and involve the proper
authorities. Good enough?
For everyone’s information, different quasi-government agencies have been monitoring the H.
MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian Services, ever since Papa Martin came
out. . . Now, use your common sense.
2. Don’t be carried away by the stories you read and the things you hear because your emotions
are being targeted by misinformed writers whose wrong ideas and fabricated stories can bring
you to draw the wrong conclusion. Most writers twist facts to make their story look real or
create controversy to make themselves look good, taking a portion of what I have said as an
example and plugging in what they think, to make themselves believable. Aren’t we tired of
the current system when it comes to journalism? You thought the things you read and heard
are true and yet when you look around it doesn’t look like what it seems? Let’s all put into
application HONESTY and TRANSPARENCY because the things that are happening in
our world that affects our lives are already too complex to untangle. Aren’t you alarmed of the
announcement by the Bank of International Settlements? They are not joking. Another
American Depression worst than the first because it is going to be global? It will be a domino
effect! Would you like to be a part of that? I wonder what would you feel, especially the
detractors who may line up at the Global Center for Success to get their share of food. If you
are a concerned citizen, then I advise you to pray. We all need to put GOD in our hearts.
There’s only one GOD and GOD is not just a part of the story in the Bible, Koran or the
Torah. . . . God should be taken (I hope my English is correct) as part of our existence. Let’s
not just say it. . . Let’s all LIVE it.
3. NOBODY has the right to shun anyone from Vallejo, nor judge the Mayor or anyone whose
desire is primarily for the best interest of the people or the city of Vallejo. The people of
Vallejo are lucky because the H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian
Serviceshas decided to establish the Model Project in their city because the Global Center for
Success, Inc. is headquartered there. Nobody has the right to say to a founder, such as Pastor

Rey Bernardes of the Global Center for Success, a successful outreach organization to step
down just because he believed in something that hopefully will propel the organization to
reach out and be able to help more people. Besides, it won’t be a success in the first place if
not for his leadership and previous decision makings. If you have jealousy in your heart and
have nothing to do, then start your own foundation. If you have nothing good to say, you’re
better off to bite your tongue or else “You will eat what you vomited.”
4. STAY TUNED WITH H. MARTIN FOUNDATION Far East Humanitarian
Services. HMF will be back in Vallejo VERY soon!
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